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Hal Leonard Baritone Ukulele Method Book 1
(Play Today Instructional Series). This is the ultimate self-teaching method
designed to offer quality instruction, terrific songs, and 61 professional quality, fulldemo audio tracks. It can be used by students who want to teach themselves or
by teachers for private or group instruction. Simply follow the tips and lessons in
the book as you listen to the audio of the teacher. This book includes over 60
great songs and covers: songs, chords and melodies; picking and strumming;
playing tips and techniques; music notation; and more.
Author Michael Wright builds on the success of his Guitar Stories, Volume One in
this series of histories of cool guitars. Volume Two continues Wright's incredible
research and painstaking attention to detail, covering brands that had a heavy
impact in the world of the guitar, including companies such as Kay, Alamo,
Veleno, Martin Electrics, Maccaferri, and Guild Solidbodies. As with Volume One,
over 800 rare and fascinating photos (including sumptuous full-color spreads)
help to tell the tale of these innovative instruments. Includes a helpful index. Also
available: Guitar Stories, Volume One 00330018 $29.95.
Part of a two book set, this book provides information on guitar bodies, necks,
headstocks, bridges, woods, as well as other chapters covering Models by Style,
the Custom Shop and limited editions. All the lesser known instruments like
archtops, electrics, mandolins and ukuleles are included as well, all very
collectible. The book ends with exhaustive appendices covering production
numbers, retail prices, and instrument specifications. Since Martin guitars are the
world's most collectible acoustic guitarline, this book will undoubtedly be the most
sought after reference book by any collector or owner of a Martin. If you own a
Martin, you own a piece of history and this book will help you discover when it
was made and how. This authorized book will finally answer any questions on the
stories behind some of the rarest instruments.--Publisher's description.
Ukelele Instruction
The Hal Leonard Ukulele Method is designed for anyone just learning to play ukulele. This
comprehensive and easy-to-use beginner's guide by acclaimed performer and uke master Lil'
Rev includes many fun songs of different styles to learn and play.
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(Ukulele). This comprehensive, easy-to-use beginner's guide by uke master Lil'
Rev is designed for anyone just learning to play baritone ukulele. It teaches:
tuning; music reading and tablature; melody playing; chords & scales; strumming;
tremolo; the history of the instrument; and much more! Students will learn lots of
fun songs in various styles. The accompanying audio features 72 tracks of songs
for demonstration and play-along.
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